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About This Content

Coming in hot and fresh from a distant galaxy to the digital media platform of your choice, it’s Hiveswap Friendsim Vol. 5!
Now with two new trolls to friend and be friended by. Delve deeper into the hostile urban landscape of an alien world as you

brush up on your Alternian culture. Experience thrills, chills, and perhaps even a little something extra as you swim the murky
waters of troll romance. Bet you didn’t see that coming, huh? Romance, in a friendship simulator? Unheard of. People don’t

romance their friends, that’s crazy talk.

Though it might not be what you’d expect—this romance you weren’t expecting, that is. So it might just be what you expected
after all.

Sufficiently confused? Good. Throw down that dollar and allow us to explain.

---

You just crash-landed on Alternia, and you’re DESPERATE for friendship! Anyone will do...wait, who are those two trolls
approaching you?

The Hiveswap Friendsim is a quick, loosely-canonical visual novel adventure following the efforts of the unnamed protagonist
(that’s you!) to survive and maybe even thrive on the harsh surface of ALTERNIA. Set in the time of Hiveswap: Act 1, this

episodic visual novel’s opening volume, written by Homestuck creator Andrew Hussie, is sure to satisfy Homestuck and
Hiveswap fans who are eager for a darker stroll across the Alternian landscape.

Future episodes will arrive regularly as DLC.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 1.66 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Any DirectX-compatible card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space
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Great addition to my Tower Defense Library!

Some people think they finished the game when they beat the last level...
...a TRUE TD player knows there's the HARD level to master!

Traditional gameplay with Ships! What else can I ask for?...
I'm certainly getting the DLC's. :). Utterly bad Hidden Object game.

The main issue is that the map system tells you that in this or that room is a point of interest or that there is something unsolved.
That doesn't mean that there is something to do there yet though.
On top of that it has no fast travel which makes you run around in circles.

The puzzles are crap as well.
For instance a "mirror this image" which consists of 60 small parts or so. Boring.
Or a picture puzzle with 10x10 tiles that are pretty small so it's hard to make out anything.

The story itself wouldn't be so bad but the gameplay is just fubar.. Graphics seemed pretty good to me considering the year it
came out at(2005).

Controls is a little awkward and by little I mean quite a lot. It will take time to get adjust to them. The sensitivity is not like most
other shooter games.

Voice acting is pretty messed up as well.

Fights overall are pretty tough and intense but in a good way. Though, You may find yourself killed by same enemy again and
again as some BOS fights can get really tough making you go into tactics rather than running and gunning.

The storyline isn't much good imo. Plus, It has been executed in a confusing manner but still easily understandable. I liked the
ending part(Not gonna give spoilers but not a "and they lived happily ever after" game). I found story to be a boring tbh but that
is just me.

The theme of the game is pretty cool. Original and interesting setting for the game to happen.

Economic system of the game is pretty interesting imo. I really liked it. Blindly spraying or charging on multiple enemies
without engineer have its consequences. It encourages head-shots, multiple kills and so on with less and less spraying.

Weapons are quite limited imo but the already existing ones are quite enough to suit all game play styles. It is quite
customizable.

NPC can be quite dumb at times tho but that can actually make you laugh.

Did ran into some bugs while playing and some mission-breaking ones as well but nothing a re-load can't fix. Just load the last
save file and kaboom.

I found companions not to be of much help apart from engineer. The rest while seemingly interesting didn't do much.

There are some cons, yes but I believe the gameplay and the game design overwhelms it.

If you have some extra bucks lying around or you find the game on sale, Buy it. But if not, Then don't worry - You aren't
missing out on something like a legend. Game is good but not like legend stuff(Tho it can entertain you for many hours).. Well,
at first I was not impressed by this game. It really looked stupid - top down view, graphics and so on. But I've decided to give a
second change ... I did purchese it after all. There really are not graphics to get breathless about. But the more I played and got
the hang of it, the more I enjoyed it. So much so that I decided to change my vote of No to YES. Jip, this small game has the
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potential to get really very, very addictive. It's the sort of game that says "give me one more go ... just one".

Happy gaming.. The game is made in the style of minimalism and looks nice, the gameplay is simple and clear. The levels are
not particularly diverse, but it makes me think plus.. A perfect mix of fast-pace action and precision shooting!
Can't wait to get on top of the leaderboards.
Definitely worth the entry-price.. Pros:

-Great music

-Nice artwork

-Good atmosphere

-Good price

Cons:

-Looked promising based on the reviews, but the resulting game leaves a lot to be desired.

-The text, which is overly descriptive and full of grammatical errors, is almost impossible to read.

-The ending that I achieved (assuming it is the only ending) was unecassary and unwarranted.
(ie,\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. The Rats of Us. 10\/10. I discovered Rusty Lake not long ago but fell in love with
the great and interesting stories as well as the gorgeous art style. It's great fun and has the perfect difficulty that leaves you
feeling rewarded. I follow and look forward to updates from developers and can't wait for any new games!
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too expensive. Install the patch!
Required purchase if you like femboys. You play as a masculine guy and femboys want your D.
It's more of a kinetic novel than a "game." That said I enjoyed it greatly. Funny writing, funny characters and characters you
care about. Good, interesting setup for a sequel.

Pros:
Great art
Great voice acting
Great writing
Genuinely funny
Good music
No bugs\/performs well
Fluffy tail
Hinowa

Cons:
Some of the sexy time sounds could be better quality.
Sometimes the voices have pops
Minor typos, but rare
Mosaic censoring, but they can't do anything about that.
. Short review after 3 rounds:
First of all I like the game and it is a good tower defense and can make some fun but there are some things that need to be
changed.
So I will recommend the game when these things change:

1.) You can only set towers on predefined positions.
Thats a major issue... Would be 100% cooler if you could set towers where you want.
I mean building them like in Warcraft and not on these predefined boxes.

2.) Besides your roomscale you can't change your position on the map.
Add more positions or enable Fly-Over.
And also give the option to zoom in (that youre closer to the battle and everything looks bigger).
Currently you sit in a chair and spectate\/build towers from some distance.
There is no real VR-necessity. You could play this game on the Desktop aswell.

These two points would be quite important for me.
I bought the game during a sale for ~6,99\u20ac.

That's OK but I would not pay more money for the current state of the game.
The game has some potential though.. I am seeing a lot of Negative reviews for this game lately, and I just don't see it. I was on
the fence about this game for a long time, but finally picked it up and I have loved every minute of it so far. The campiagn is
beautifully done with amazingly animated and voice acted cutscenes with a very intriguing story.

If you enjoyed the old style RTS games, and you enjoy a good Sci-Fi story; you will love this game.. It's mainly an achievement
farm game, but to be honest it's worth your money even if you're just looking for a mosaic game.. For the price, this was a great
experience, I did not move much through the experience, but you really don't need to do so.

The game mechanic was really well done (specifically, look at the flashing lights) and when one of the main events occurred
near the beginning, it always had you looking over your shoulder. There was always something new to see when you saw those
lights flash.

The mood was great, the events were spooky and I only recall maybe two very surprising elements, but just playing through the
experiences had me on edge no matter where I looked.
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The game does not have immediate replay value; however, if you wait long enough for your memory to fade and come back to it
again later, it is still fun and even more fun to foist this on a family member who has not played it or see you play it.

For an inexpensive, yet well done VR experience, it has my recommendation.. There's only one thing I don't like about this
game n that is ya have to use the keys to move around the screen, be better with a joypad control.. Could be an awesome game.

Sadly, I already have issues upon starting the game, despite I haven't tried and played the game as of yet (which I won't do
either).
The game starts in German actually, and menu opens in English. Graphical settings won't allow me to go to my native resolution
of 1920*1080 for my monitor, it's max is 1600*1050....

If you want to play this at a native resoultion above 1600*1050 good luck's wishes, you won't.

Now the game itself:

Pro's:
- Graphics are alright
- Controls are neat
- Surroundings and actions look nice
- Missions are nice too

Con's:
- Resolution changing
- Voice acting (if it's not just a text-to-speech thing)
- Driving is slidey
- Feels like it's ripped off from somewhere (don't know, just the feeling). Overall this is a very cute game with whimsical art
and witty dialogue. My only complaint is that it's pretty short and it could be a little more interactive.. my dad is the kind of guy
who has to be the best at everything. so when he saw me playing this game, of course he had to try it. "i bet i can do even better
than you", he said. i watched him fail, and fail, and fail over and over again. then i beat the level, while he watched. i want to
thank this game for giving me the gift of being better at something than my dad is. buy it, please.
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